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We have a way for your ideas! 

Revolutionizing the bath space experience, Casa Milano is a young venture led by Mohammed Azhar Sajan 
who embraced the concept of taking the bathroom living standard to the next level. Known for a wide range 
of sanitaryware products, the company has achieved its milestone of providing the finest customer service 
for all high-end design requirements. Creating unique living experiences for the people, we aim for nothing 
but absolute perfection. Our products are acquainted with conveniences for people to rejoice and live life 
in a luxurious way.

Bringing the latest design innovations, we ensure the accuracy and efficiency of our company-wide          
products and services. We at Casa Milano take pride and help build marvels with excellence. We innovate, 
we inspire and we achieve from ideas to ingenuity all sharing the true meaning of the ‘Epitome of Luxury!’

THE
COMPANY



A MESSAGE FROM 

DIRECTOR
Life should be fascinating, so should your kitchen!

Everything has a place where it fits well. The kitch-
en is a space built for comfort and connection. A 

minimalist kitchen is something that appeals to the 
eye while enhancing the overall decor. 

MOHAMMED AZHAR SAJAN
DIRECTOR - CASA MILANO



EXPERIENCE  CASA MILANO
Expression Knows No Boundaries

Inspiring a new generation of absolute luxury, we are redefining the way your home expresses your style. Enriched with the purity of Italian art and ma-
terials, the craftsmanship unravels an overwhelming collection of the finest work of home and bathroom art. Embracing the concept of taking the bath-
room living standard to the next level, we are awakening your senses in secret solitude. We at Casa Milano take pride and help build marvels with excel-
lence. We innovate, we inspire and we achieve from ideas to ingenuity all sharing the true meaning of the ‘Epitome of Luxury!’

Styled with Luxury. Inspired by nature. The story of Casa Milano starts with the idea that reflects passion and perfection. Driven by a dream of creating 
unique living experiences we are redefining what’s known as “Bathroom Expressions.” A perfect start to this sensational and refreshing indulgence was 
given a signature with the Casa Milano showroom launch in 2019. Inspired by Italian elegance Casa Milano is an innovative eye-opener for people to 
discover what they have been missing presently- The next-gen Luxury. 
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The brand, now showcases elegant & modular kitchen designs in collaboration with Arredo3, one 

of largest kitchen manufacturers in Italy. Each of them offered in 150 colors, customers can have a 

glance at several designs at the brand’s recently inaugurated Abu Dhabi showroom as well as its 

primer showroom in Dubai. The kitchen showcase having its own dedicated spaces within the show-

rooms, its designs comprise of Modern, Classic & Contemporary styles to masterfully blend with the 

design language of the properties and yet stand out in terms of its top-notch quality of the materials 

& meticulous craftsmanship.

And that’s not all! Further spoiling customers for choices, the brand offers the modern styled material 

range in matte, gloss & high-gloss finishes while the contemporary styled materials have finishes 

comprising of high-resolution wooden finishes with laminates and veneers crafted from natural layers 

of tree bark and the classic styled material range offer a plethora of solid wood frames to choose 

from and vintage handles accentuate the look. With the finest Italian designs and high-quality Ger-

man mechanisms, these units are sustainably manufactured in Italy after finalization of the outlay 

and are paired with a ten-year warranty, promising durability and the best of form & function. These 

bespoke designs and layouts, all of which combine elegance and design intelligence to set the latest 

trends, can be fully customized to match every taste, need, and budget by the brand’s specialized 

kitchen consultants once they have curiously noted customers’ every desire.

CASA MILANO KITCHENS
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Every Casa Milano kitchen is born from a very precise idea: 
aim for the best level of quality and service. Through distinctive design, a very 

high degree of customisation, an efficient assistance service and 100% Made 

in Italy production, with the perfect combination of innovation, industrial tech-

nology and fine craftsmanship.
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Ogni cucina Casa Milano nasce da un’idea molto precisa: puntare al miglior livello di qualità e servizio.

Attraverso un design distintivo, un altissimo grado di personalizzazione, un servizio assistenza efficiente 

e una produzione %100 Made in Italy, in grado di amalgamare perfettamente innovazione, tecnologica industriale 

e sapienza artigiana.

Chaque cuisine Casa Milano naît d’une idée bien précise : viser le plus haut niveau de qualité et de service. 

Grâce à un design distinctif, un très haut degré de personnalisation, un service d’assistance efficace et une 

production 100 % Made in Italy, capable de combiner parfaitement l’innovation, la technologie  industrielle et le 

savoir-faire artisanal.

Cada cocina Casa Milano nace de una idea muy precisa: apuntar al mejor nivel de calidad y servicio.

A través de un diseño distintivo, un alto grado de personalización, un eficiente servicio de asistencia y una 

producción %100 Made in Italy, capaz de combinar perfectamente la innovación, la tecnología industrial y la 

artesanía.
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Into the future with 

SUSTAINABLE KITCHENS 

We know that anyone opting for a Casa Milano kitchen has high levels of aware-

ness and is acutely attuned to quality standards, design features and environmen-

tal issues. We are committed to heightening this sensitivity and helping to create 

a sustainable world that will benefit all of mankind. Our production activities are 

based on renewable energy sources and recycled environmentally-friendly pan-

els. We always source new Eco-Friendly materials and, with our Gaia Range, we 

offer our customers an assortment of items made from Eco-Friendly, recycled 

and sustainable materials.





REDUCE REUSE RECYCLE
At Casa Milano, we encourage everyone to “reduce, reuse and recycle” by choosing sustainable 
materials that will contribute to a nature-loving lifestyle. Our furnishing products are made with 
recycled earth-conscious panels, which means that they are made up of post-consumer wood. This 
method allows us to reclaim wood in circulation without having to cut down trees.

WE USE RECYCLED PANELS
Our furniture is built with recycled ecological panels, that is, composed using post-consumer wood. 
A production that recovers wood already in use, without cutting down trees.



All elements and finishes that are part of the Gaia set-up are indicated with the leaflet symbol.

Let’s improve our impact on the environment and keep the planet a hospitable place! 
To honor nature, we propose a richly arrayed selection with respect to our kitchens: 
The Gaia range. It includes doors, tops, handles, open compartments, accessorized 
splash-backs, bookcases and tables, made of eco-compatible, recycled and sustain-
able materials, which can be added to several Casa Milano models for obtaining a 
kitchen with a low environmental impact.

GAIA SET-UP.



Nous voulons améliorer notre impact environnemental et faire de la planète un lieu toujours accueillant. Dans un esprit 
de respect de l’environnement, nous proposons un choix transversal compatible avec nos cuisines : la solution Gaia. Elle 
comprend des portes, plans de travail, poignées, niches ouvertes, crédences équipées, bibliothèques et tables réalisés dans 
des matériaux écologiques, recyclés et durables, qui peuvent être intégrés dans de nombreux modèles Casa Milano pour 
obtenir une cuisine à faible impact environnemental.

Mejoremos nuestro impacto en el medioambiente y hagamos que el planeta siga siendo un gran lugar en el que vivir. Con el 
objetivo de honrar a la naturaleza, en nuestras cocinas proponemos una selección transversal: el equipamiento Gaia. Este 
incluye puertas, encimeras, tiradores, compartimentos abiertos, traseras equipadas, librerías y mesas, todos ellos fabricados 
con materiales ecológicos, reciclados y sostenibles, y pueden incluirse en muchos modelos Casa Milano para conseguir una 
cocina de bajo impacto medioambiental.

All the elements and finishes belonging to the Gaia range are indicated with the leaf symbol.

Tous les éléments et les finitions qui rentrent dans le cadre de la solution Gaia sont indiqués par le symbole d’une petite feuille.

Todos los elementos y acabados incluidos en el equipamiento Gaia se indican con el símbolo de la hojita.
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For those who demand refinement, elegance, efficiency.Tratto 10 

A horizontal or vertical incision occupying the entire width or 
length of the door with the handle profile inserted. The model’s 
distinctive element can be personalized by varying the pat-
terns and light-and-shade effects, according to the design-
er’s imagination and the customer’s taste. The Tratto_10 door 
and handle are an integral part of the Gaia range. The former 
is coated with recycled PET, the latter because it is made of 
100% recyclable aluminum.
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We know that anyone opting for a Casa Milano kitchen has 
high levels of awareness and is acutely attuned to quality 
standards, design features and environmental issues. We are 
committed to heightening this sensitivity and helping to cre-
ate a sustainable world that will benefit all of mankind. Our 
production activities are based on renewable energy sources 
and recycled environmentally-friendly panels. We source new 
eco-friendly materials and, with our Gaia Range, we offer our 
customers an assortment of items made from eco-friendly, re-
cycled and sustainable materials.

For those who want to express themselves, versatility and finishes.Kalì 
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For those who live of industrial design and wood together.Asia

Asia combines wood, also veined with knots and a vintage look with colorful shades of 
lacquer. It emphasizes its contemporary style by combining smooth doors in trendy colors 
with Asia millerighe doors, characterized by a succession of milling in a striped effect with 
a constant width.
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The name “Tekna” has its origins in the word “téchne”. In ancient Greek, it 
was the art of metalworking, and over time it became “know-how”. The Tekna 
kitchen stands out for its doors with integrated handles, a technical detail that 
is achieved with a cavity surmounted by a metal strip, with a titanium or metal 
finish to allow a grip and an opening.

For those who appreciate skill, in general and in detail.Tekna 
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For those who demand refinement, elegance, efficiency.Glass 2.0

Glass2.0 charms with its well-balanced minimalist shapes, 
combined with black and white or refined powdery nuances. 
It is reliable with its aluminum technical door and front panel in 
glass, Lamina or HPL, ensuring lightness, sturdiness 
and durability.
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Casa Milano expresses the best of contemporary style with Kronos, the modular designer kitchen that meets requests for the most demanding technical requirements. It is bold, resourceful 
and modern. Its strong personality can be appreciated thanks to its sleek aluminium frame during doors, shown here with a titanium finish, its practical integrated handles and its seven dif-
ferent cutting-edge materials.

For those aiming for the top of range in fact of materials and details.Kronos
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Featuring a sleek door without handles and a grip profile integrated into the panel, it creates an attractive horizontal-line pattern that makes for elegant, modern and functional solutions. Wega 
is ideal for anywhere that is halfway between a busy functional kitchen and a living area with a calm aura. It lends itself to customization thanks to the wide range of finishes, including matt 
and glossy lacquers, metallic effects, laminates and PET.

For those who own a spirit contemporary and convivial.Wega
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The highest expression of color comes from Time, an ideal solution for anyone 
who wants to make exclusive use of the wide array of Casa Milano’s lacquers. 
The sleek stylishness of the door brings to the fore the beauty of the matte, 
glossy or metallic finishes. Available with a handle or grip profile.

For those who mark the time with colors and clean lines.Time
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Round is a new collection of expressive and personal spaces. The style gives a nod to those who want to take life lightly. Its name recalls the slightly rounded vertical edge of its doors, available 
in a wide range of finishes, including many laminates, PET, and hard-wearing polymers.

For those who prefer the rounded corners and practicality.Round
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For those who want a young, compact, dynamic kitchen.Cloe

Cloe is a collection offering all the functions, also in a compact 
space, required for the daily life of young, dynamic people.  With 
spacious wall units or large open compartments, with a handle 
or grip, available in seven different ranges of finishes: Cloè is 
sparkling already in the design phase.
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Frame is a universal kitchen that reinterprets contemporary taste, taking it to a “timeless” period through a perfect synthesis of modern lines and traditional elements. Finishes make the differ-
ence: the frame door that adds distinct appeal to Frame perfectly matches the neutral colors chosen for practical materials, such as PET and Alkorcell.

For those who are in balance between innovation and tradition.Frame
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For those who choose freedom, thanks to a handle grip on the frame.Frida Modern

Frida, a solid wood frame door with a special integrated handle grip, offers the freedom to express your style. You can choose from a range of different finishes, including open pore lacquer, 
pickled and wood, as well as specific accessories. The rest is your customized touch.
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An elegant multi-function kitchen that is sturdy and spacious. It has square lines for a modern style, yet the range of finishes with a touch of warmth gives it a romantic appeal.

For those looking for a modern and romantic wooden kitchen.Giò
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A contemporary kitchen, a timeless style thanks to its solid frame with a 45° edge and handle opening. Itaca has a warm and convivial taste thanks to the shades of the open pore lacquer.

For those who rely on a timeless style.Itaca
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For those who want contemporary and refined elegance.Meg

Meg stands out for its frame doors, with only a minimum relief, a 
detail that makes it ideal for many, yet always refined, expres-
sions. It, therefore, combines different effects and sensations in 
a single model: it is modern and dynamic when matched with 
titanium finish handles, and classic and reassuring when framed 
by an above-wall unit moulding.
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Asolo is an elegant kitchen with a classic but light style, also achieved with mouldings and subtle decorative elements: showing how attention to detail makes each Casa Milano project stand 
out. The resulting reassuring atmosphere is due to a combination of neutral colours and wood finishes. 

Light elegance with subtle mouldings and decorations.Asolo
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With its frame doors, range of versatile finishes and dedicated fur-
nishing accessories, Frida impeccably channels classic style with 
doors and glass panes in a distinctive design. Other elements are 
also available to customise this look.

Free choice with dedicated accessories and various finishes.Frida Classic
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Gioiosa was created to impress. It has an unmistakably classic vibe, yet caters for modern lifestyle with its practical nature. It can be versatile, varied and multi-faceted. A lacquered open-pore 
effect with a neutral or warm finish creates heritage overtones whereas the use of colour brings an up-to-the-minute twist.

Lively classic with practical choices and a touch of color.Gioiosa
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Classic sobriety with measured decorative motifs.Opera

This kitchen satisfies the desire for classic lines without sacrificing sobriety and brightness, with carefully combined and alternating decorative motifs and rational lines. Available in open pore 
lacquer.
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A refined space that brings together the timeless style of tradition with the robustness and functionality of a kitchen designed to meet modern-day needs, accessorized in a contemporary and 
practical way. The frame doors, also with a decorated glass insert, are made of chestnut wood or ash wood with a lacquered pickled finish.

Classic sobriety with measured decorative motifs.Emma
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Traditional spirit with fresh and light tones.Verona

The Verona kitchen always conveys contemporary elegance. It 
creates an atmosphere capable of inspiring a lively atmosphere 
of conviviality and family warmth with its traditional character 
but expressed in a style as fresh and light as the colours of its 
finishes: pickled white, sage green, pickled ivory and jute.
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MEASUREMENTS IN THE KITCHEN 
MISURE IN CUCINA
TO GUARANTEE THE RIGHT LIVEABILITY IN THE KITCHEN E TO BALANCE TECHNICAL AND DESIGN NEEDS WELL.
PER GARANTIRE LA GIUSTA VIVIBILITÀ IN CUCINA E PER BILANCIARE BENE ESIGENZE TECNICHE E DESIGN.
Assessing the kitchen measurements is a very delicate phase, which has a decisive impact on the liveability of the room. It is necessary to take into account the connections to various utilities, 
the norms in force  in different countries and, of course, ensure that doors and drawers open. But that is not all: you also need to provide the right space for people to move about, starting with 
the layout of the room, the height of the ceilings and any type of obstacle, thus balancing requirements of technical design. 

Standard composition

H 216/219

Standard composition

H 216/219



L’évaluation des mesures à prendre en cuisine est une phase très délicate, qui a un impact décisif sur la qualité de vie de la pièce. Il faut prendre en compte les raccordements avec les différents ser-

vices, les réglementations en vigueur dans différents pays et, évidemment, garantir l’ouverture des portes et des tiroirs. Mais ce n’est pas tout : il est également nécessaire de permettre aux personnes 

de se déplacer en toute liberté, en partant de la forme de la pièce, de la hauteur des plafonds, ou de tout éventuel obstacle, pour équilibrer ainsi les besoins techniques de la conception. 

Evaluar las medidas que se deben tomar en la cocina es una fase muy delicada, que tiene un impacto decisivo en la habitabilidad del entorno. Es necesario tener en cuenta las conexiones con los 

distintos aparatos, las normas vigentes en diferentes paises y, por supuesto, garantizar la apertura de puertas y cajones. Pero eso no es todo: también es necesario permitir que las personas puedan 

desplazarse, comenzando por la disposición de la habitación, la altura de los techos, o eventuales obstáculos de cualquier índole, equilibrando así los requisitos técnicos de diseño.

Lowered base composition
H  222/224/226

Composition MAXXI
H  210/212/214/216
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Laminate and Special Laminated
Laminatoe Laminato Speciale
Th. 20 mm, 40 mm, 60 mm, coated with HPL or CHPL laminate, that is many layers of paper impreg-
nated with thermoherdening resins compacted by the combined action of heat and high pressure. 
This treatment makes the material robust and resistant to scratches and impacts.

Fenix Ntm Laminate
Laminato Fenix NTM
Made of Class E1 wood particleboard panels Th. 20 mm or 40 mm, coated with FENIX NTM lami-
nate. With low light reflectivity, the surface is extremely matte, anti-fingerprint, with a very pleasant 
soft touch. It is highly resistant to scratching,abrasion, rubbing and dry heat. It is very resistant to 
impact, acidic solvents and household reagents. It has enhancedanti-bacterial properties that 
make its surface hygienic, easy to clean, water-repellent and mould-proof.

Layered HPL
Stratificato HPL
Stratified HPL is an extra thick (10mm) high pressure laminate (HPL), with a decorative surface 
complying with the standards EN 438 and ISO 4586. Internally, it comprises layers of cellulose fi-
bres impregnated with phenolic resins. On the surface, it has one or more layers of cellulose fibres 
for aesthetic purposes, impregnated with thermosetting resins. For cleaning and maintenance, 
please refer to the product data sheet. In any case, we recommend using trivets and chopping 
boards as protection.
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MATERIALI E FINITURE 
MATERIALS AND FINISHES

TO CUSTOMIZE A KITCHEN IS NECESSARYAN INITIAL CHOICE AWARE OF MATERIALS.
PER PERSONALIZZARE UNA CUCINA È NECESSARIAUNA SCELTA INIZIALE CONSAPEVOLE SUI MATERIALI. 

The overall aesthetic effect, durability over time and a practical design tailored to your needs are all valuable characteristics that are highly reliant on your choice of 
materials and finishes. There are decisions that must be reached before you go on to the kitchen-planning stage. Casa Milano has a curated offering of materials 
that deliver both elegance and functionality. A series of products that particularly stands apart from the rest is the Gaia range because it is eco-friendly, recycled, 
sustainable and thoughtful about our future.

La resa estetica, la durata nel tempo, la praticità rispetto alle proprie esigenze 

di una cucina dipende molto dalla scelta dei materiali e delle finiture. 

Si tratta perciò della prima decisione da prendere per poi passare alla progettazione. 

Casa Milano propone una selezione curata di materiali, pensata per garantire eleganza 

e funzionalità. Fra tutti, spiccano le proposte dell’allestimento Gaia 

perché eco-compatibili, riciclate e sostenibili, attente a un futuro comune. 

Le rendu esthétique, la durée dans le temps et la commodité d’une cuisine par rapport aux exigences de chacun dépend 

beaucoup du choix des matériaux et des finitions. 

Il s’agit donc de la première décision à prendre, avant même de passer à la conception. 

Casa Milano propose une sélection soignée de matériaux, pensée pour garantir élégance et fonctionnalité. Parmi ces derniers, ceux 

qui sortent du lot sont les propositions de la solution Gaia car ce sont des matériaux écologiques, recyclés et durables, attentifs 

à un avenir commun.

La estética, la durabilidad y la practicidad con respecto a las propias exigencias de una cocina dependen en gran medida de la 

elección de los materiales y los acabados. 

Esta es, por tanto, la primera decisión que tomar antes de pasar a la fase de diseño. 

Casa Milano ofrece una cuidada selección de materiales pensada para garantizar elegancia y funcionalidad. Entre todos ellos, 

destacan las propuestas del equipamiento Gaia por ser ecológicas, recicladas y sostenibles, atentas a un futuro común.
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Cloe
* also available in the frame version
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Round
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Kali
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Kali
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Tekna

Frame

Tratto 10
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Meg
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Time
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Wega

Itaca Giò
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Asia

Frida modern
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Glass 2.0

HPL
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Kronos
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Kronos

Asolo
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Frida classic

Emma

Opera Gioiosa

Verona
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Laminato (Laminated)

Laminates are the most common materials for kitchens due to their 
characteristics of resistance, practicality and hygiene: Casa Milano 
offers a very wide choice of colours to add colour and personality to 
each one of its models.

Alkorcell
Particle-board panel (class E1) faced on either side with a decora-
tive film made from polypropylene (PP) devoid of halogens, plasticis-
ers and formaldehyde.  Alkorcell is not only non-toxic ensuring the 
utmost safety when in contact with foodstuffs, it is also impervious 
and resists the formation of humidity, mould and microorganisms.

Polimerico (Polymer)

Polymer doors are coated with PVC, making them particularly at-
tractive to the eye and resistant. Their characteristics allow them to 
be customised in colour and very plausible wooden textures. 

PET
The PET door consists of a chipboard or raw MDF panel coated with 
PET on one side, whereas the inner side is coated with melamine pa-
per in neutral colours. PET is polyethylene terephthalate, a PVC-free 
plastic material with zero emissions into the environment. 

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME
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PET Riciclato (PET Recycled)

The door in recycled PET is obtained from a panel in recycled MDF or 
recycled chipboard faced on one side with recycled PET; the inside 
has been covered in melamine paper. Recycled PET is part of the 
Gaia range. 

Laccato UV
The  UV-lacquered  melamine  door  is  made  by  applying  the  lac-
quer  to  a  melamine  panel,  which  is hardened  by  radiation  from  
lamps  emitting  high  energy  light  in  the  ultraviolet (UV) field. This 
system allows the resins to harden quickly and effectively, thus pro-
ducing hard and resistant films. The glossy surface finish is therefore 
highly resistant to scratches and wear. 

Fenix
As one of the most innovative materials, Fenix gives doors a striking 
aesthetic look and an original soft touch effect. When interior design 
is intended to add a distinctive touch, Fenix can be a rewarding and 
very personal choice. 

UV Lacquered Excimers
Innovative  technology  allows  extremely  matt  surfaces  to  be  
obtained  with  a  soft-touch  and  anti-fingerprint  effect,  which  is  
also  resistant  to  scratches,  abrasions  and  chemical agents.The 
excimer UV lacquered door is made from an MDF panel.

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME
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Laccato
Lacquering gives doors elegant and precious appeal. A broad pal-
ette of vibrant gloss, matt and metallic colours expresses your per-
sonality with an important choice of style that either goes beyond 
fashion or is the ultimate expression of trendy.

Vetro (Glass)

Reflected light with matt or satin glass doors provides a kitchen en-
vironment with strong modern and contemporary appeal that is
particularly ideal for combining with finishes such as wood or lac-
quers.

HPL
Stratified HPL is an extra thick (10mm) high pressure laminate (HPL), 
with a decorative surface complying with the standards EN 438 and 
ISO 4586. Internally, it comprises layers of cellulose fibres impregnated 
with phenolic resins. On the surface, it has one or more layers of cellu-
lose fibres for aesthetic  purposes,  impregnated  with  thermosetting  
resins. For cleaning and maintenance, please refer to the product data 
sheet. In any case, we recommend using trivets and chopping boards 
as protection.

Laminam (Laminated)

Laminated porcelain obtained by wet grinding of clayey materials, 
granitic and metamorphic rocks with a feldspar component and
ceramic pigments. Compacted by a special shaping and sintering 
process at 1200°C, with gas firing and reinforcement with inert
material. These processes make the materials ideal for contact with 
food, suitable for external and internal use, heat-resistant, resistant
to fungus and mould, and not altered by UV rays.

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME

DURABLE OVER TIME
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Essenze  (Wood Finishes)

A range of wood finishes offers the warm appeal of wood grain, 
giving the kitchen a refined and timeless character, with plain doors
for a modern kitchen or framed doors for a more classic look.

Travi veneered
Made from the structural beams of old houses, the product has 
knots, cracks, various holes and slits that are evidence of old wood.
Now, after special workmanship, these beams can still furnish your 
homes. Differences in colour, dark hues and medium-sized beams
make the products obtained essentially unique pieces that are all 
similar but never the same. The uniqueness of each single piece
lies in the quality of this type of veneer.RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

RESISTANCE TO SCRATCHES

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

RESISTANCE TO STAINS

DURABLE OVER TIME DURABLE OVER TIME
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Anta Vetro Standard

The wall units come with a standard-supplied recessed handle, while the
base and tall units open with a recessed push-pull system (at a surcharge).
Wall units with a bottom grip profile or Retta grip profile do not need a
recessed handle on the front panel.

Anta vetro Vogue

Door consists of an aluminium frame with an integrated handle on 4 sides
in coated Nero or champagne, and of a fumé grigio glass pane.
The door features concealed hinges housed in special crosspieces painted
to match the frame.

Standard glass door Glass door Vogue
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Anta vetro Teca

Door with titanium- or Nero-finish aluminium frame with a tempered pane
of transparent glass. The vertical integrated grip on one side of the door. 
With swing-door opening only. Also available in a horizontal version for a 
swing-up opening only.

Anta vetro Meg

Door upon request at a surcharge. 22-mm thick with a solid-wood frame and 
transparent or fluted glass.

Glass door Teca Meg glass door
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Anta vetro Asolo

Door upon request with surcharge. Th. 22 mm with solid Ash frame and 
transparent glass.

Anta vetro Frida

Door upon request with surcharge.Th. 24 mm with solid wood frame and 
transparent glass.

Asolo Glass door Frida glass door
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Anta vetro Opera

Door upon request with surcharge.Th. 24 mm with solidAsh frame and sat-
in-finish glass

Opera Glass door Gioiosa glass door
Anta vetro Gioiosa

Door upon request with surcharge .Th. 22 mm with solid Ash frame and ac-
id-etched glass.
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Anta vetro Emma

Door upon request with surcharge.Th. 24 mm with solid Ash frame and sat-
in-finish bevelled glass. Porte sur demande avec majoration.

Anta vetro Verona

Door upon request with surcharge.Th. 24 mm with solid pickled ash frame 
and satin finished glass.Porte sur demande avec majoration.

Emma Glass door Verona Glass door
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Tipologie di Apertura
MANY WAYS TO CUSTOMIZE A KITCHEN 
CHOOSING FROM OUR PROPOSALS
There are many ways to customize a kitchen, one of these is the choice of the opening typology. Casa Milano gives you the possibility 
to choose between greep profile opening and different handles, and thus combines functionality and style to each composition with 
the freedom to choose according to personal tastes.

TYPES OF OPENING
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External Handle
MANIGLIA A PONTE

MANIGLIA A PONTE

GOLA RETTA

Right Handle

Retta Groove Profile

“Profilo” Handle

Integrated Handle
MANIGLIA A INCASSO

MANIGLIA PROFILO

Knob
POMOLO

MANIGLIA QUADRA
Handle Quadra
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Aperture

Hinged opening

Tall unit with lateral opening Slide Closet

Hinged opening Wall unit/base unit flip opening
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Aperture

Wall unit “lift” opening

Wall unit vertical pull–up opening

Wall unit with folding opening

Wall unit oblique pull–up opening
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Mechanisms

Internal drawers and 
deep drawers

Pull–out standard base unit 15/30

Base unit internal baskets 
with metal paraper and shelf

Pull–out “LUX” base unit 15/30/45

Base unit bread rack 
metal parapet and shelf

Base unit pull–out table 60/90
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Mechanisms

Base unit with a pull–out waste 
bin Antaro

Le Mans pull–out unit

Base unit with a pull–out waste 
bin Legrabox

“Plus” pull–out group

“Fly Moon” metal parapet and 
melamine shelves

“Fly box” pull–out group
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Mechanisms

Pull–out “STANDARD” wire baskets

Dish drainers H. 60/72/96 with 
a double rack

Pull–out “LUX”

Dish drainers H. 36/48/96 
with a single rack

I-Move lift up and down mechanism
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I-Move mechanism
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Mechanisms

Tall unit with internal deep drawers

Pull–out tall unit H. 132/138 
Click fixx

Pull–out tall unit H. 132/138

Pull–out tall unit H. 204/216/228 
Click fixx

Pull–out tall unit H. 204/216/228

Tall unit “Maxi colonna”
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Mechanisms

Tandem Solo tall unit Tall unit “8 baskets” Tall unit “12 baskets”

Broom holder H. 204/216/228



Open rooms and equipped backrests
VERY PRACTICAL, IMPROVE THE AESTHETIC PERFORMANCE AND THEY CREATE 
MOVEMENT IN THE DESIGN OF THE KITCHEN.
These are hugely versatile elements because they will seamlessly fit all of Casa Milano’s kitchen models and were designed to
allow you to keep everything neat, tidy and at your fingertips.

86
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Equipped channels
THEY ARE THE JOY OF THOSE WHO LOVE COOKING: THE HOB
WORK BECOMES HIS BEST ALLY.
Equipped trays play a key role in a refined functional kitchen. Recessed or placed on a worktop with one or two tiers and endless
accessories, they make it easy to keep the kitchen neat with everything close at hand.
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Libraries
USING THEM ONLY FOR BOOKS IS REDUCTIVE:
FREE AND FACTORY ARE VERSATILE FURNITURE.

Bookcases act as partitions in the kitchen, separating the various areas within the same open layout while providing a modular addition
and an organised alternative to shelving. They have a metal frame and shelves or trays in a variety of finishes.
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Chairs & stools
Chairs and stools, with a classic or modern look, in wood as per tradition or made of the most technical and contemporary materials. 
The following selection, carried out by Casa Milano, covers a wide range of proposals. Thus it meets different
expectations and allows everyone to customize their kitchen.
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Tables
It will follow, a large selection of tables to respond with style to the requests of those who want elegant kitchens, classic or 
modern, carefully furnished in every element. For this reason, Casa Milano makes careful choices and declines them on its models,
customizing them with the same finishes.
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Exit 45, Al Waha Complex, 
Sheikh Zayed Road, 
Dubai, UAE

DUBAI ABU DHABI

TOLL FREE

800 9394
10th Street, Musaffah
Musaffah Industrial,
Abu Dhabi, UAE

www.casamilanoitaly.com
+971 4 346 5151 +971 2 886 7130
+971 50 215 5635 +971 50 215 5635

Follow us - casamilanouae


